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An e – learning Associate who can help shape 
online learning for a new generation of higher 
level apprenticeships in the Creative & Digital 
industries 
 

Context  
 
Creative Skillset is the Creative Industries' Sector Skills Council (SSC). Our mission 
is to lead the UK Creative Industries’ skills and talent drive to ensure that our 
industries remain globally competitive.  
Employer-led and owned, we work with and for the following industries: film, radio, 
interactive media, animation, computer games, facilities, photo imaging, publishing, 
advertising, and fashion and textiles.  

 
 
A new era in work based vocational education and training  
 
The country’s first ever Higher Level Apprenticeships in Advertising & Marketing 
Communications and Creative & Digital Media:Interactive Design & Development will 
be ready by February 2013. As level 4 qualifications, they will be equivalent studying 
at the first year of university. 
 
Built by employers for employers, they will feed businesses a new pipeline of creative 
coders, bug fixers, app developers, social media fanatics and more.  
Employers have said they want a new hybrid of creative and technical skills; talent 
that can understand technology and audiences in social media, graphics and code in 
app development, design skills and CSS in online work. The intention is that these 
apprentices will be able to speak the language of the creative, and the language of 
the techie, and have aptitudes in both camps.  
 
Ahead of February 2013, we are working closely with a select group of 
apprenticeship training providers to help prepare them to deliver the training element 
of the new Apprenticeships. All have agreed for the need to show innovation in 

delivery and exploit available industry online learning resources. 
 

 

Our Task  
 
We are looking for an associate or team of associates to map the learning outcomes 
of elements of the Apprenticeship frameworks to free, online learning resources. We 
would also look for the e-learning associate to make recommendations as to where 
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there are gaps in free, online provision with a view to guiding Creative Skillset to 
commission original online content for use by all Training Providers offering the 
Apprenticeships. 

 

 
The Consultant’s Brief  
 
There are four main tasks for the e-learning associate, these are: 
 

1. Develop an understanding of how the learning outcomes for coding units 
contained within the two apprenticeship frameworks are relevant to sample 
job descriptions for technical and creative roles supplied by industry for their 
for Level 4 Apprentices. 

 
2. Assess existing free online learning resources for interactive design and 

coding (such as content held within http://www.codecademy.com, 
http://www.khanacademy.org/, the itunes University Podcast series and 
Adobe http://www.adobe.com/cfusion/event/) with a view to mapping these 
resources to units within the frameworks. This list is not exhaustive and we’d 
welcome other suggestions in your proposal. 

 
3. Create a mapping document that can be understood and utilised by our key 

partner training providers to ensure that they are clear as to which units of the 
frameworks can have their delivery supported through use of these free online 
resources.  
 

4. Carry out some testing with a sample of training providers, make adjustments 
where required and provide recommendations of gaps in free online provision. 

 
We anticipate this work to be conducted over approximately 6-8 days (but can be 
flexible with this). We are looking to start as soon as possible and complete the work 
by the end of January 2013. 
 

 

Resources 
 
Creative Skillset will provide guidance on the context and some guidance into how 
the vocational units are compiled as well as introduce the apprenticeship training 
providers for consultation and testing. Annex A shows an indication of the unit 
content we would like mapped. 

 
 

Selection criteria  
 
Knowledge of apprenticeships is not necessary however some knowledge of 
competency based teaching and how this is applied to teaching using online 
technologies will be necessary. We’d also like applicants to have a knowledge of the 
creative and digital media industries and current learning and development tools 
being used in the workplace. Tenders will assessed against these criteria. We 
welcome applications from partnerships or teams where individuals have 
different specialisms that meet the overall criteria. 

  
 

http://www.codecademy.com/
http://www.khanacademy.org/
http://www.adobe.com/cfusion/event/
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Management and Intellectual Property Rights  
 
Creative Skillset will manage the work. All information and contact details will remain 
the property of Creative Skillset. All written material will be the property of Creative 
Skillset.  
 
 

Conflicts of interest  
 
The bidder should confirm that they are not aware of any conflict of interest or any 
circumstances that may give rise to a conflict of interest while performing the 
proposed contract.  
 
 

Responding to this specification  
 
Please provide:  
 

 a copy of your most recent CV with a statement demonstrating why you have 
the relevant experience and knowledge (in no more than 1 page);  

 

 an outline of the approach you will take with an indication of the online 
resources you could use, a timetable for completing the work and an 
indicative daily rate. Use Annex A as a rough guide. 

 

 a reference demonstrating that you have the relevant capability, knowledge 
and experience to deliver this work.  

 
 
Please submit your application electronically to: glennb@creativeskillset.org by 12 
noon on Friday 11th January 2013. Proposals will be selected for interview at 
Creative Skillset on Wednesday 16th January 2013. For further information contact 
Glenn Bascombe at the email address above or on 02027 713 9879 
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Annex A 
 
PROGRAMME OF STUDY 
 
 
Below is a simplified overview of Skillset’s Advanced Creative and Digital Media Apprenticeship. 
Please can you read carefully to get an idea of the Apprenticeship’s content. The Apprenticeship is divided into 3 components – 
Parts 1- 3 as outlined below. All of Part 1 is mandatory; Part 2 and 3 are optional and we want you as an employer to choose which 
units you want your Apprentice to follow (please tick (√) the relevant boxes). 
 

PART 1 – MANDATORY UNITS (DELIVERED ON-THE-JOB IN THE WORKPLACE) 
 
The majority of the Apprentice’s learning and assessment will be based in the workplace. There are 8 mandatory units for 
the Apprentice to be assessed against and all employers are expected to support Apprentices to meet the requirements of 
these units. These units basically make up the generic skills and knowledge required of new entrants in the creative media 
industries and are as follows:- 
 

Generic units 

1 Awareness of employment in the creative media sector √ 

2 Work effectively in interactive media and computer games √ 

3 Creative media industry awareness √ 

4 Awareness of health and safety in the creative media sector √ 

PART 2 – OPTIONAL UNITS (DELIVERED ON-THE-JOB IN THE WORKPLACE) 
 
 

 
Creative Code unit group 

INTERACTIVE 
 

Communicating using digital marketing/sales channels 
Indicative Content: role of digital marketing media within overall direct marketing strategy; 
principal forms of digital marketing media, and their relative advantages; importance of careful 
targeting in digital media, methods for achieving this; principle sources of data lists; differences 
between retention, acquisition and conversion, and the implications of such differences when 
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identifying suitable digital marketing media; Methods for managing digital media databases for 
permission marketing, within agreed budgets, ways of monitoring/ evaluating against plans and 
budgets 

INTERACTIVE Planning platform or channel use  
Indicative Content: client’s portfolio of  products and services, including any brands, relationship 
between such brands and the umbrella or corporate brand; How to access and interpret 
information about target audiences; importance of channel or platform planning to the success of 
marketing communications strategy; features, benefits and disadvantages of current channels 
and Platforms; How to keep abreast of trends and emerging technology in relation to channels 
and platforms; The concepts of search engine marketing; The importance of reach, frequency, 
impact and engagement in achieving objectives, take advantage of short and long term channel 
and platform opportunities 

 

INTERACTIVE 
 

Buying channel or platform space or time 
Indicative Content: The market and market developments in which the client works; target 
audiences, their media habits and their typical response to channel and platform activity; How to 
interpret the requirements of the channel or platform plan; key stakeholders, and their needs and 
Expectations; importance of channel or platform planning to the success of an advertising 
strategy; The relationship between the channels and platforms and how the mix integrates with 
the audience journey; The principal suppliers of channels and platforms and their trading 
practices, relevant to your area of responsibility; The importance of negotiating exclusive deals 
so that competitors do not appear in the same space; The principles of negotiation and how to 
apply these when buying channel and platform space or time  

 

INTERACTIVE Obtain assets for use in interactive media products 

Indicative Content: The ability to obtain any assets required; analyse product information to 

identify assets that you need; where to find relevant sources such as stock image libraries, video 

archives etc; when and how to commission original assets from appropriate specialists; rights 

clearances, obtaining in appropriate formats. 

 

INTERACTIVE Prepare assets for use interactive media products 

Indicative Content: use digital image manipulation; digital video, audio editing tools; effect of 

image colour-depth, resolution and dimensions on file-size; file-size and data-transfer rates; 

audio sampling-rates and bit-depth; compression techniques and types of compression; identify 

technologies to implement interface design; How to ensure assets are fit for purpose; naming 

conventions, standards, guidelines or specifications that you need to follow; repurposing for 

different platforms. 
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INTERACTIVE Direct asset production for interactive media products 

Indicative Content: issues that can arise when linear assets are used in a non-linear context and 

how to overcome them; How to provide assets and their source files, such as layered Photoshop 

documents, in a way that allows authors and developers to use them easily; The sorts of 

documentation or annotations that may need to accompany assets; The target hardware and 

software platform(s), the asset file formats they can handle, and any other technical constraints 

they present; 

 

INTERACTIVE Use authoring tools to create interactive media products   
Indicative Content: How to interpret and follow specifications or other briefs; How to use your 
chosen authoring tool; Any limitations of your chosen authoring tool that may affect smooth 
operation and usability of the product; Where and how to obtain any other information you will 
need in order to deploy the finished product (for example, the address, username and password 
for the web server); The principles of interaction design; The formats and platforms in which the 
product will be deployed (for example, web, CD-Rom, DVD, mobile, TV etc.); Available authoring 
tools, their advantages and disadvantages 

 

INTERACTIVE Conduct user testing of interactive media products  
Indicative Content: following specified test procedures and instructions; clarify requirements or 
raise issues in response use a test laboratory or set up a testing environment follow a test script 
or interview plan; factors that may affect test results (such as equipment, environment, clarity of 
task instructions, leading questions, awareness of being observed etc.) and how to mitigate; 
Ethical issues/privacy and confidentiality. 

 

INTERACTIVE Designing and developing a website  

Indicative Content: key design features; planning tools and techniques to create a site map; 

Evaluate different design models; the use of (X)HTML to develop websites; how to use CSS to 

standardise overall style; Write the source code for a simple web page in clean XHTML and then 

CSS according to a specification; advantages and disadvantages of various web development 

methodologies and technologies; the advantages and disadvantages of various types of 

multimedia file format; Embed functional multimedia components in an (X)HTML site; Develop 

test strategies; Web standards/role of the W3C; accessibility and usability issues; Internet and 

the Web as a business tool, advantages and disadvantages of various eCommerce models 

 

INTERACTIVE Designing and developing object-oriented computer programs  

Indicative Content: Design object-oriented programs to address loosely defined problems; 
Produce a working object oriented program which meets the design specification, Develop 
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object-oriented programs that reflect established programming and software engineering 
practice; test  strategies and apply these to object oriented programs, design documentation for 
use in program maintenance and end-user documentation  

INTERACTIVE Use scripting languages in interactive media products 
Indicative Content: How to interpret and follow specifications or other briefs; How, and to whom, 
to ask questions to clarify requirements; Relevant programming principles and best practice 
(such as object-oriented and/or procedural programming); functions and syntax of scripting 
language you are using; write efficient, reusable, code that is easy to debug and maintain; Why it 
is important to clearly document and comment your code so that others can understand it; How 
to test and debug your code efficiently, effectively and thoroughly. 

 

INTERACTIVE Use programming languages in interactive media products  
Indicative content: Using programming language to develop the products functionality. This is an 
iterative process involving feedback and revision. Some languages you might use are C++, C# 
and Java. 

 

INTERACTIVE Use style sheets in interactive media products 
Indicative Content: How to interpret and follow specifications; How to analyse mark-up to 
determine the page structure and identify the elements you need; CSS syntax; principles of 
progressive enhancement and graceful degradation;W3C web standards and accessibility 
guidelines; clearly document style-sheets; How to test and debug; 

 

INTERACTIVE Write and edit copy for interactive media products  
Indicative Content: clarify the purpose of the text and its target audience; principles of grammar, 
punctuation and spelling; target audience and delivery medium; reliability, usability and fitness for 
purpose of the text; search-engine optimisation techniques; write text for a non-linear medium; 
styles of writing; localisation and internationalisation of content; relevance of metadata, and any 
metadata schema or classification system that you should apply to the material you produce. 

 

INTERACTIVE Plan content for web and multimedia products  
Indicative Content: How to obtain and analyse product information to identify messages and 
themes for the content; How to brief experts; Usability issues and relevant accessibility standards 
and guidelines, How to select or create a metadata schema to classify content; seek permission 
to use material; requirements for localization, constraints or considerations arising from use of a 
content management system or content database; legal and contractual implications  

 

INTERACTIVE Optimise webpages for search engines  
Indicative Content: Web technologies, technical approach to building a web page; How the 
structure and wording of text can contribute to search engine positioning; enhancing use of 
landing pages, site maps and indexes; keyword density; analysis; concept of metadata; 
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online resources that can help with keyword analysis; metadata schema or vocabularies the site 
must adhere to; conventions, style guides; site traffic data; link strategies and pay-per-click 

INTERACTIVE Design user interfaces for interactive media products  
Indicative Content: How to interpret and follow a design brief; analyse product information to 
identify the technologies and approaches that will be used to implement the interface design; 
constraints and parameters of design; Relevant standards and conventions relating to user-
interface design; Principles of interaction design, usability and accessibility; Basic principles of 
design, such as colour theory and typography; How sound, animation or other devices can be 
used to give users feedback on their interactions; Current trends and developments in digital 
design; Your position in the overall production process. 

 

INTERACTIVE Design interactive media products  
Indicative content:How to design the overall product concept and functionality, interpreting high 
level requirements to devise and appropriate solution. Using information architecture, user 
experience and interface specifications.  

 

INTERACTIVE Use mark up in interactive media products  
Indicative content: Knowing and being able to mark up content for use in web pages and other 
interactive media products. 

 

INTERACTIVE Analyse data in interactive media and computer games  
Indicative content: Collecting, managing and analyzing data to inform design, business or 
marketing decisions. Basic knowledge of mathematics and statistical analysis techniques. How to 
segment audiences, techniques for gathering experimental data. 

 

INTERACTIVE Create animated assets for interactive media products  
Indicative Content: Principles of traditional and computer animation; interaction design, 
When/why an animation might be cut-off prematurely, how to minimise the risk of this adversely 
affecting user experience; How to clearly document your animations so that others can use them 
(eg, so that developers can code scripts to access specific frames or scenes); The impact on 
your work of technical parameters such as the target device’s processing power, memory, 
bandwidth, screen size, resolution, colour depth, input device etc; The events or user interactions 
that will trigger your animations; The requirements and expectations of other team members who 
will use the animations you create. 

 

INTERACTIVE Create sound effects for interactive media products 
Indicative Content: Principles of sound design, sound effects and acoustics; How to locate 
sources of audio material suitable for the brief; Ways sound effects can be used to enhance the 
user’s experience and/or give feedback on user interactions; file formats, audio sampling-rates, 
bit-depth, data-transfer rates, data compression and their relative merits. How to layer sounds to 
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achieve a combined audio effect or to produce a complex replay of elements with logical replay 
rules; synchronising sounds to images; recording, editing and post-production of dialogue; target 
platforms and their capabilities, Compatibility issues between mono, stereo, multi-channel and 
surround sound; ‘pre-rendered’ versus live ‘run-time’ sound manipulation; 

INTERACTIVE Create music for interactive media products 
Indicative Content: assessing and specifying music requirements as necessary; different 
technologies used in a computer-based music studio, including samplers, sequencers, MIDI 
devices, ‘outboard’ recording studio hardware and mixing desks; sample audio from legitimate 
sources; Different formats; The challenges of scoring music for non-linear productions where 
scenes and moods may be of varying, unknown lengths and the occurrence and timing of key 
drama points is not pre-determined; How to devise ways of demonstrating and testing interactive 
music off-line (i.e. separately from the full product); How music content will work in conjunction 
with sound effects and dialogue; 

 

INTERACTIVE SUPPORT System operation 
 Indicative Content: Know how to operate the system, be able to operate the system and 
maintain and implement system operating procedures. 

 

INTERACTIVE SUPPORT Customer care in ICT  
Indicative Content: Understand and be able to provide customer care and contribute to improving 
the delivery of service. 

 

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Strategic Marketing Planning Skills within the Design and Creative Industries 
Indicative content: Analyse the market in which a chosen business operates, benchmark the 
competition; known generic strategic and tactical marketing techniques; construct a strategic 
marketing plan relevant to their business; Analyse client needs, perspectives and patterns of 
buying behavior; Determine the strengths and weaknesses of the business relevant to its target 
market; effective marketing strategies including analysis of Positioning, Sales, Strategic pricing 
options,Tactical Marketing Activities (pricing, products, selling), Routes to market, Client view and 
needs, Promotions/delivery of marketing plan, Competition 

 

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Business planning and financial projections in the Design and Creative Industries  

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Design, Development, Creativity and Business Development  
Indicative content: tools needed to create a brand to include analysing competitor brands, 
Development of own business brand personality, Investigating business USP; Develop 
techniques for creative thought through applying Brainstorming, Use of Empathic tools, Learning 
from others; transfer creative thought to initial design idea; Identification of the market through 
the understanding of customer needs in order to clarify brief; Researching sales and market 
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information presentation of developed design concepts to the end user (understanding client 
needs); Produce a written specification for the client; Sales Negotiation, preparing and presenting 
proposals and quotations/ terms, specification, quality, price, analysing market opportunities 

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Leadership and people management in the Design and Creative Industries   

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER 

  
Intellectual Property Management in the Design and Creative Industries  

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Design Project Management for Creative Practitioners   

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER 

  
Doing business Globally  

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER 

  
Finance for Designers and Creatives  

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER  

 
Develop and extend critical and creative thinking skills  

 

 


